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Input Face Manipulation Results of Our Model

Figure 1: Face manipulation results on in-the-wild samples via transferring knowledge learned from the CelebA dataset. The first column

shows input images and the remainders are images generated by AF-VAE with target expression/rotation boundary maps as the condition.

Note that the model is fine-tuned with movie clip frames from YouTube of 256×256 resolution. All the generated poses are unseen before.

Abstract

Recent studies have shown remarkable success in face

manipulation task with the advance of GANs and VAEs

paradigms, but the outputs are sometimes limited to low-

resolution and lack of diversity.

In this work, we propose Additive Focal Variational

Auto-encoder (AF-VAE), a novel approach that can arbi-

trarily manipulate high-resolution face images using a sim-

ple yet effective model and only weak supervision of re-

construction and KL divergence losses. First, a novel ad-

ditive Gaussian Mixture assumption is introduced with an

unsupervised clustering mechanism in the structural latent

1Work done during an internship at SenseTime Research.

space, which endows better disentanglement and boosts

multi-modal representation with external memory. Second,

to improve the perceptual quality of synthesized results, two

simple strategies in architecture design are further tailored

and discussed on the behavior of Human Visual System

(HVS) for the first time, allowing for fine control over the

model complexity and sample quality. Human opinion stud-

ies and new state-of-the-art Inception Score (IS) / Fréchet

Inception Distance (FID) demonstrate the superiority of our

approach over existing algorithms, advancing both the fi-

delity and extremity of face manipulation task.
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1. Introduction

Automatically manipulating facial expressions and head

poses from a single image is a challenging open-end condi-

tional generation task. Faithful photo-realistic face manipu-

lation finds a wide range of applications in industry, such as

film production, face analysis, and photography technolo-

gies. With the flourish of generative models, the state of

this task has advanced dramatically in recent years at the

forefront of efforts to generating diverse and photo-realistic

results. Nevertheless, it is highly challenging for a gener-

ative model to learn a compact representation of intrinsic

face properties to synthesize face images with high-fidelity

or large facial expression/poses, due to the ill-posed nature

of lacking paired training data.

Current state-of-the-art face manipulation approaches

[32, 22, 9, 37] mainly benefit from the advancement of

generative adversarial networks (GANs). To tackle the

two bottlenecks mentioned above, vast algorithms focus on

sophisticated modifications to loss term or generator ar-

chitecture, with the injection of different facial attribute

information [54, 37, 22, 48, 50, 34, 49, 27]. Other

works focus on the design of task-specific training proce-

dure [54, 16, 48, 55, 7, 2, 28, 29]. Nevertheless, success-

ful generation of plausible samples on extreme face geo-

morphing and complex uncontrolled datasets remain elusive

goals for these methods due to their unstable training proce-

dures and environmental constraints. The current state-of-

the-art [32] in RaFD [26] face expression synthesis achieves

a Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [15] of 34, still leaving

a large gap towards real data even in a controlled environ-

ment.

In this work, we set out to close the gap in fidelity

and extremity between facial expressions/rotations gener-

ated by current state-of-the-arts and real-world face im-

ages with a simple yet effective framework. We explore

the conditional variational auto-encoder (C-VAE) formal-

ism [21, 41] for face manipulation task. It is intuitive to

adopt C-VAE by taking advantage of its nice manifold rep-

resentation and stable training mechanism. Nonetheless,

tailoring the “vanilla” C-VAE to face manipulation task is

non-trivial: (1) The diversity of synthesized outputs will be

sacrificed since the latent distribution is commonly assumed

to be a unit Gaussian. However, as visualized in Fig. 2 (b),

a complex latent representation that needs to describe fac-

tors like ages, complexions, luminance, and poses would

break the Gaussian assumption due to its insufficiency. (2)
Facial expressions are more fine-grained than other sources

like landscapes, digits, and animals. Thus the property and

common architecture of VAE could not satisfy the requisites

for maintaining facial details on high-resolution images.

As a solution to such problems, we propose a novel Ad-

ditive focal variational auto-encoder (AF-VAE) framework.

By applying a light-weight geometry-guidance to explicitly

disentangle facial appearance and structure in latent space,

we encourage the latent code to be separated into a pose-

invariant appearance representation and a structure repre-

sentation, thereby preserving the appearance and structure

information under geomorphing. To tackle the issue of di-

versity, a novel additive memory module that bridges unsu-

pervised clustering mechanism with Gaussian Mixture prior

in the structured latent space is introduced to the frame-

work, endowing the ability of multi-model facial expres-

sion/rotations generation.

To further improve the perceptual quality of synthesized

results, we also discover two simple yet effective strategies

in model design and characterize them empirically with the

behavior of Human Visual System (HVS). Leveraging in-

sights from this empirical analysis, we demonstrate that a

simple injection of these strategies can easily improve the

perceptual quality of synthesized results. Our model can

steadily manipulate photo-realistic facial expression and

face rotations at 256 ⇥ 256 resolution under uncontrolled

settings. The proposed AM-VAE improves the state-of-the-

art Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) and Inception Score

(IS) on uncontrolled CelebA [26] from 71.3 and 1.065 to

36.82 and 2.15.

We conduct comparisons with current state-of-the-art

face manipulation algorithms [9, 32, 37, 46] and show

that our approach outperforms these methods regarding

both quantitative and qualitative evaluation. Extensive self-

evaluation experiments further demonstrate the effective-

ness of proposed components.

2. Related Work

Face Manipulation. In the literature of face image manipu-

lation, besides classic mass-spring models and 2D/3D mor-

phing methods [42, 43, 44], recently, significant progress

has been achieved by leveraging the power of Generative

Adversarial Networks (GANs) [32, 22, 9, 37, 53, 51] for

photo-realistic synthesis results. To improve the robustness

and diversity of GANs, tweaks on various aspects are ex-

plored. For example, StarGAN [9] exploits cycle consis-

tency to preserve key attributes between the source and tar-

get images. GANimation [32] takes a step further, utilizing

denser AUs prior vector to increase the diversity by altering

the magnitude of each AUs. Attention mechanism in gen-

erator architecture is also used to mask out irrelevant facial

regions, enforcing the network to only synthesize in-region

texture. FaceID-GAN [37] introduces a three-player adver-

sarial scheme and utilizes 3DMM [3] to better preserve fa-

cial property. CAPG-GAN [16] trains a couple-agent dis-

criminator to constrain both distributions of pose and facial

structure.

Since GANs face challenges in brittle training procedure

and sampling diversity, some works take advantages from

variational auto-encoder (VAE) paradigm and its variants
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with an exploration of disentangling intrinsic facial proper-

ties in latent space. For example, Neural Face Editing [40]

and Deforming Autoencoders [39] utilize graphics render-

ing elements such as UV maps, albedo, and shading to de-

couple the latent representation. However, the main dis-

advantages of these VAE-based methods are the blurry syn-

thesized results caused by injected element-wise divergence

measurement and imperfect network architecture. CVAE-

GAN [1] combines VAE and GAN into a framework with

an asymmetric training loss and fine-grained category la-

bel. These methods lack an interface for users to manipu-

late facial expression arbitrarily since they edit the results

through manifold traversal. Notably, the capacity constraint

of VAE is also discussed in other tasks like image caption,

in [45, 33], an additive Gaussian encoding space is proposed

to provide a more diverse and accurate caption result. Mo-

tivated by those prior works, we exploit AF-VAE, which

can compensate for the drawbacks of VAEs by providing a

conditional geometry-related additive memory prior as well

as two light-weight network design strategies to the frame-

work.

High Fidelity Image Synthesis. Recently, generating high-

resolution samples with fine details and realistic textures

has become a trend in image synthesis task. For instance,

pix2pixHD [47] introduces a coarse-to-fine generator, a

multi-scale discriminator and a feature matching loss on

the basis of pix2pix [20]. It could translate facial edge to

photo-realistic face image under 1024 ⇥ 1024 resolution.

While it requires paired training data and thereby cannot

be generalized to arbitrary edges. [8] utilizes progressive

GANs to generate 512⇥ 512 face images under the control

of discrete one-hot attributes. IntroVAE [17] proposes to

jointly train its inference and generator in an introspective

way, achieving 1024 ⇥ 1024 resolution on reconstruction.

BigGAN [4] modifies a regularization scheme and a sam-

pling technique to class-conditional GANs to achieve 512
resolution on ImageNet. While all these frameworks are

only capable of uncontrolled generation or discrete attribute

editing, our framework focuses on challenging high fidelity

face manipulation without leveraging paired training data.

3. Method

In this section, we explore methods for manipulating fa-

cial expression/rotation and scaling up modal training to

reap the benefits of detailed architecture design. We first

clarify our notations here. Given a face image x from a

dataset X , the goal of our task is to learn a mapping G to

transfer x to an output image x̃, conditioned on a target

facial structural information c. The intrinsic challenge ly-

ing behind this task is to preserve facial appearance under

the high-fidelity setting and dramatic structural changes. In

this light, we decouple the mapping G into φapp and µstr,

which are expected to learn the pose-invariant appearance

representation z = φapp(x, c) and rational structure repre-

sentation y = µstr(c) respectively.

In this way, the conditional variational auto-encoder (C-

VAE) can be tailored as a baseline for its capability of dis-

entangling z from y by maximizing the lower bound on the

conditional data-log-likelihood p(x|y), i.e.,

log p(x|y) � Eq[log p(x|z, y)]�DKL[q(z|x, y), p(z|y)],
(1)

where q(z|x, y) is an approximate distribution of posterior

p(z|y). In particular, q(z|x, y) and p(x|z, y) are the encoder

and decoder respectively. The model is typically trained

with the following stochastic objective:

L(x,φ,ϕ) = �
1

N

NX

i=1

log pϕ(x
i|zi, yi)+ (2)

DKL[qφ(z|x, y), p(z|y)], s.t.8i z
i ⇠ qφ(z|x, y)

where φ and ϕ, the parameters for the encoder and decoder,

are learned with reparameterization trick [21]. qφ(z|x, y)
is typically restricted to be a distribution over N (0, I) as

in [21].

However, there are three problems to discuss under the

formulation of problems: (1)How to accurately disentangle

the latent space to guarantee that z is complementary to the

structure prior y, with nothing but appearance? (2) The KL

divergence term facilitates the structure of the learnt latent

space to get close to the prior p(z|y) over N (0, I). Does

this choice satisfy the encoder’s modeling of the diversity

of the face samples? (3) Does the perceptual quality of syn-

thesized results look appealing to viewers with only the re-

construction and KL divergence losses?

We concern the optimality of these choices on face ma-

nipulation and explore better solutions in the following

sections. An overview of our framework is illustrated in

Fig. 2(a).

3.1. Geometry-guided Disentanglement

In order to arbitrarily manipulate a face image, suffi-

cient geometry information should be provided in c. Typical

choices of manipulated condition include facial landmarks,

3DMM parameters and masks. On the basis of sparse land-

marks information as used in Pix2pixHD [47], we use a of-

fline interpolation process in [52] to obtain boundary maps.

This off-line process is formulated as c = Fω(x). Then

the latent structure representation y could be obtained by

encoding c with an encoder Eµ.

Without any semantic assumption, the framework can

only make sure the latent code z drawn from x is invariant

to structure y. To this end, we leverage the distilled geom-

etry information y to disentangle the latent space explicitly.

Concretely, y is concatenated with the inferred appearance

representation z. Then, the concatenated representation is

forwarded to decoder Dϕ. The skip-connections between
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Figure 2: (a) Our framework (b) 2D and 3D projection of 5000 facial structure representations. Each color denotes a cluster, a more

intuitive illustration of our approach is to map each cluster to a Gaussian prior, extending the capacity of C-VAE constrained by single

prior.

Eµ and Dϕ are further incorporated to potentially ensure

enough structure information obtained from the prior (i.e.,

the decoder Dϕ). Thus, z is encouraged to encode more

information about appearance rather than structure, other-

wise, a penalty of the likelihood p(x|y, z) will be incurred

for large reconstruction error.

3.2. Additive Memory Encoding

While the explicit geometry-guided disentanglement

helps preserving facial structure and structuring latent ap-

pearance representation to be invariant towards geomorph-

ing, it is still hard to meet the requirement of fine-grained

face manipulation. As shown in Fig. 8, synthesized results

on profile with extreme expression or under in-the-wild en-

vironment could easily collapse into a “mean-face” phe-

nomenon. The C-VAE formulation is restricted to draw the

prior p(z|y) from a simple structure, typically a zero-mean

unit variance Gaussian. However, factors like ages, com-

plexions, luminance, and poses constitute a complex dis-

tribution, which breaks the common assumption. Conse-

quently, some peculiar facial features might become “out-

liers” of the distribution during training.

To this end, a better choice of the prior structure is to be

explored for a decent appearance representation. Intuitively,

drawing the complex prior from a combination of simple

distributions will increase the diversity of latent code z and

meanwhile enable computing the closed form.

We thus encourage the appearance representation z to

have a multi-modal structure composed of K clusters, each

corresponding to a semantic feature. In practice, we con-

struct the memory bank through K-means clustering on all

boundaries in training set. Every cluster center is called a

focal point, which commonly refers to a distinctive char-

acteristic such as laughing or side face. In this way, each

boundary map used in training would have a k-dimension

focal indexed feature: w(b) = (w1(b), w2(b), · · · , wk(b)),
denoting its similarity measurement with each focal point.

The focal indexed feature is used in training to boost the

diversity and plentiful appearance in the latent representa-

tion. Since the external memory contains large geometry

variation, the general idea is to build up latent representa-

tion capacity leveraging explicit and concise spatial seman-

tic guidance provided by focal points. By modeling p(z|y)
as a Gaussian Mixture, for each cluster k with weight wk,

mean µk and standard deviation σk, we have:

p(z|y) =
KX

k=1

wkN (z|µk,σ
2

kI). (3)

However, as it is not directly tractable to optimize Equa-

tion 2 with GMM prior, the KL divergence needs to be ap-

proximated in training, sampling z from one of the clusters

according to their probability. Hence this operation fails

to model targets that contain more than one facial geome-

try characters, e.g., laughing and side face simultaneously.

Consequently, we introduce an Additive Focal prior to our

framework with the formulation as:

p(z|y) = N(z|
KX

k=1

wkµk,σ
2I) (4)

where σ2I is a co-variance matrix with σ2 =PK

k=1
w2

kσ
2

k. Behind the formula, we assume the face im-

age contains multiple structural characteristics with weights

wk. The value corresponds to similarity measurement with

each focal point, which is defined by a normalized cosine

distance. The means µ of clusters are randomly initialized

on the unit ball. The KL term could be computed over

q(z|x, y) = N(z|µ(x, y),σ2(x, y)I) , which can be derived

to be:

DKL = log(
σ

σφ

) +
1

2σ2
Eqφ [(z �

KX

k=1

wkµk)
2]�

1

2

= log(
σ

σφ

) +
σ2

φ + (µphi�
PK

k=1
wkµk)

2

2σ2
�

1

2
(5)

By combining the above KL term into Equation 2, we obtain
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the final loss function to train the generator.

3.3. Quality-aware Synthesis

Given a source image x and target boundary b̃, we are

able to manipulate the facial expression and head poses of x

through the proposed AF-VAE. Following [6, 11], we use

feature matching loss Lrec = kx � x̂k1+
P

l λlkψl(x) �
ψl(x̂)k as reconstruction loss to overcome the blurry results

of L1/L2 losses. However, as can be seen from Table 3, the

results are still far from being perceptually appealing.

There are many factors that may cause artifacts in syn-

thesized images and result in perceptual quality distortion,

such as losses, unstable training process, and network ar-

chitectures. Intuitively, one can ease the problem by incor-

porating auxiliary objective functions [13, 30], or designing

sophisticated attention mechanism to capture better global

structure [32]. However, we turn to two light-weight de-

signs in network structure through observations and HVS

basis for the first time.

Instead of using deconvolution operation to perform up-

sampling in decoder, we use sub-pixel convolution [38] in

every upsamping layer. As shown in Fig. 3, the ‘checker-

board’ artifacts are reduced apparently. However, it is in-

teresting that the reconstruction results generated from AF-

VAE model with/without subpixel yield similar distribu-

tions over their histograms, and the differences of their en-

tropy are small (7.6405 without subpixel, 7.6794 with sub-

pixel, and 7.8267 for the source image). It means that

subpixel does not filter the artifacts substantially, it scat-

ters them into parts of the image instead. However, HVS

treats artifact signals unevenly according to areas of im-

ages. Artifacts lie in low frequency or edge areas are em-

phasized and ones lie in high frequency areas are tend to be

masked, as demonstrated in the task of perceptual metrics

learning [31, 24, 25, 56]. Thus, we can draw a reasonable

explanation for subpixel convolution on the improvements

of perceptual measurements.

Another technique is that we utilize Weight Normaliza-

tion(WN) [36] for model training. It is habitual in GAN-

based methods to replace BatchNorm(BN) [19] to WN or

its variant for stabilizing the training of the discriminator.

Instead, we tailor this strategy to both encoder and decoder

of AF-VAE. Models trained with weight normalization have

faster convergence and lower reconstruction loss than the

ones without WN over training iterations. Detailed analy-

sis and loss curve plot are provided in the appendix. This

phenomenon is similar to GANs. However, as can be seen

from Fig. 8, WN helps increase the diversity of generated

images in complex datasets, making the synthesized results

more reasonable for human observation, and thereby im-

proves the perceptual quality. Table 3 shows that the per-

ceptual quality of synthesized results with WN is much bet-

ter than models with BN and without BN, bringing 57.7%

Figure 3: Histograms w/wo pixel-shuffle (Better zoom in).

and 43.6% boosts to IS and FID respectively.

4. Experiments

Our framework provides a flexible way to manipulate an

input face image into an arbitrary expression and pose un-

der the control of boundary maps. In this section, we show

qualitative and quantitative comparisons with state-of-the-

art approaches in Sec 4.1. Then, we perform self-evaluation

to analyze the key components of our model in Sec 4.2. Fi-

nally, we discuss the limitation of our approach in Sec 4.3.

All experiments are conducted using the model output from

unseen images during the training phase.

Implementation Details. Before training, all images are

aligned and cropped to 256 ⇥ 256 resolution. Facial land-

marks of each image are obtained using an open-source pre-

trained model. Then, landmarks are interpolated to get the

facial boundary map. For the clustering, we choose k = 8
as the number of clusters and K-means as the clustering

algorithm to get clusters of boundaries. For more details,

please refer to the appendix.

Datasets. We mainly conduct experiments on RaFD [23],

MultiPIE [12], and CelebA [26] datasets that cover both in-

door and in-the-wild setting. A 3D synthesized face dataset

is also introduced to further evaluate the performance of the

proposed method on facial texture detail, e.g., illumination,

complexion, and wrinkle. We use hand and cat as non-

human datasets. The landmarks of hand and cat dataset are

obtained through pre-trained hand detector and human an-

notation, respectively.

For each datasets, 90% identities are used for training.

and the left 10% are fed into the model for testing. Addi-

tional quantitative and qualitative results on other datasets

are shown in the appendix due to space limits.

Baselines. We compare our model with three state-of-

the-art GAN-based algorithms: StarGAN [9], GANima-

tion [32], and pix2pixHD [47]. For a fair comparison, we

train these models using the implementations provided by

the authors, and adopt publicly available pre-trained mod-

els to obtain conditional input, like Action Units (AUs) or

landmarks for training and testing the models.
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Figure 4: Comparison with three state-of-the-art algorithms.(Zoom in for better details. Left three pictures are input faces, the right three

lines are generated results of the three algorithms respectively. StarGAN [9] and GANimation [32] are best current approaches under large

poses, still show certain level of blur. Better zoom in to see the detail.

Figure 5: Face rotation results on 3D synthetic face dataset.There

are 6 blocks, the upper left block represents 5 target boundary

maps. For each blocks, the upper left face with red box is the

input image and the rest 5 are synthesized results corresponding

to 5 boundary maps in the first block. Each source has different

texture and lighting. Better zoom in to see the detail.

Input Face Rotation Results

Figure 6: Face rotation results on MultiPIE [12] dataset.

Performance metrics. For quantitative comparison, we

evaluate three aspects, i.e. the realism, the perceptual qual-

ity and the diversity, for the synthesis results. For the

measurement of perceptual quality and diversity, we use

Fréchet Inception Distance (FID, lower value indicates

better quality) [15] and Inception Score (IS, higher value

indicates better quality) [35] metrics. For realism, we use

Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) to compare the perceived

visual fidelity of our method against existing approaches.

We report TS (TrueSkill) [14] and FR (Fool Rate, the esti-

mated probability that generated images succeed in fooling

the user) using data gathered from 25 participants per algo-

rithm. Each participant is asked to complete 50 trials.

4.1. Comparison with Existing Work

4.1.1 Qualitative Comparisons

Facial Expression Editing. We conducted face manip-

ulation in comparison with StarGAN, GANimation, and

pix2pix on Rafd with 7 typical expressions. As shown in

Fig. 4, previous leading methods are fragile when dealing

with an exaggerated expression such as “disgusted” and

“fearful” with 256 ⇥ 256 resolution. On the contrary, our

method can get rid of blurry artifacts as well as maintain-

ing facial details, owing to finely disentangled latent space

and quality-refinement schema. It is worth noting that our

results are far better than all of the GAN-based baselines

especially in the detailed texture of mouth and eyes, which

bring much higher perceptual quality. Quantitative evalua-

tion in Sec. 4.1.2 further demonstrates this observation.

Face Rotation. We validate the ability of our model to face

rotation task with an arbitrary oriented pose. Note that there

is no requirement of any paired training samples and exter-

nal supervision in our setting, which is different from the

state-of-the-art methods such as [18, 16]. First, we con-

ducted qualitative experiments on 3D synthetic face dataset

to evaluate the detailed light/texture-preserving nature of

our model. The driving landmark maps of different direc-

tions are obtained by manipulating the 3D landmark map to

new expression and re-projecting it into different 2D views.

As shown in Fig. 5, factors including complexion, texture,

and lighting can be well preserved. This phenomenon tes-

tify the effectiveness of disentangling mechanism on our

model. Next, we evaluate the effectiveness on real dataset.
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Model FID IS

Real Data 0.000 1.383

pix2pixHD [47] 75.376 0.875

StarGAN [9] 56.937 1.036

GANimation[32] 34.360 1.112

Ours 25.069 1.237

Table 1: Quantitative comparison with state-of-the-art on RaFD

dataset with FID and IS metrics.

As shown in Fig. 6, even under 90�, our model could still

generate high fidelity and photo-realistic results in a simple

weakly-supervised fashion.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7: Experiments on Hands and Cats datasets. (a) shows

hands manipulation results. On the left are source hands. On the

right, the first row presents target hand skeleton and the next two

rows represent generated samples respectively. (b)(c)(d) are ma-

nipulated results of three cats. Each row presents a source cat

image and 6 manipulated results.

4.1.2 Quantitative Comparisons

First, we evaluate the perceptual quality and diversity of the

generated images. As shown in Table 1, our method outper-

forms the current state-of-the-art methods by a large margin

on both measurements. Our FID and IS is 1.3 and 1.1 times

better than the previous leading method, respectively.

Then, we use Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) to com-

pare the perceived visual reality of our method against ex-

isting approaches. Table 2 reports results of AMT percep-

tual realism task. We find that our method can fool partici-

pants significantly better than other methods. Also, regard-

ing TrueSkill, our model is more likely to gain users’ pref-

erence, which further supports that our method surpasses

those baselines by a large gap in terms of generated reality.

4.2. Ablation Study

We conduct ablation study to analyze the contribution of

individual components in the proposed method.

Model Fool Rate (%) TrueSkill

StarGAN [9] 3%± 0.4% 18.1± 0.9
pix2pixHD [47] 4.8%± 0.9% N/A

GANimation [32] 7.0%± 1.2% 24.4± 0.8
Ours 36.4% ± 2.8% 32.6 ± 0.9

Table 2: Evaluation of User Study, compare with state-of-the-arts

Model FID IS

Real Data 0.000 2.662

Ours w/o KL 56.275 1.863

Ours w/o GMM 62.657 1.792

Ours w/o PS 71.309 1.065

Ours w/o WN 65.309 1.365

Ours 36.820 2.152

Table 3: Ablation study on CelebA.

Input Target boundary Ours wo GMM Ours wo Sub Ours wo WN Ours

Figure 8: Ablation study on RafD, MultiPIE and CelebA datasets.

Qualitative ablation. As shown in Fig. 8, without GMM

and KL, target with large spatial movements such as open-

ing the mouth and turning faces around could not be gener-

ated. Without pixel shuffle, there are artifacts on generated

faces. Without WN, the visual quality will be constrained.

Quantitative ablation. We evaluate each variant based on

the quality of their generated samples with FID and IS met-

rics. As shown in Table 3, the introduced GMM, pixel shuf-

fle and weight normalization bring great improvement in

terms of FID and IS score. Inferred from the above obser-

vations, each component has a different role in our method.

Removing any of them leads to a performance drop.

Interpolation Results. In order to validate that the fea-

ture distribution our model learned is dense and distinct,

both the appearance and structure in the generated images

should change continuously with the latent vector respec-

tively. Our model demonstrates photo-realistic results in

Fig.9 via interpolation between disparate samples, suggest-

ing that it has great generalization and robustness, instead

of simply memorizing training data.

Identity Preserving Problem. Identity preserving is a long

standing challenge on face generation domain. Previous

leading methods [2, 37] usually address this problem by ex-

tending the network with an identity classifier to constrain

the variety of synthesized face. To study the influence of

different factors to facial identity on our framework, we

conduct three experiment settings on RafD, 3D synthetic
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Figure 9: Interpolation results on CelebA. Upper left and lower

right are two real images, each row and line represents linear In-

terpolation on latent appearance and structure vector, respectively.

face and EmotionNet datasets, as shown in Fig. 10. We

find that when modifying the landmarks from source image

(Fig. 10(a)), or using a boundary with similar facial contour

from other person (Fig. 10(b)) as the conditional boundary

map, the model could synthesize faces with both well pre-

served identity and high fidelity. Conversely, when the fa-

cial contour of conditional boundary map is significantly

different with source image(Fig. 10(c)), the identity of syn-

thesized result tend to be diverse. These observation also

indicates that facial identity information is mainly encoded

in structure space, as demonstrated in [5, 10].

4.3. Limitations and Failure Cases

We show four categories of failure cases in Fig. 11, all

of them are representative cases that challenge the limit of

our model. Specifically, the first case (the top left one) is re-

lated to rare data. As cakes are seldom seen in our training

samples, the model may not be able to maintain sample’s

semantics and tend to be blurry. A similar problem occurs

in the top right picture where some source parts in source

image are occluded. Our model tends to be confused when

source image are occluded and may simply move the oc-

clusions from the source due to strong structure coherence

in model design. Another challenging case that our model

couldn’t handle well is special style. As shown in Fig. 11

lower left, characteristics from the source style are likely to

be lost when referred to a boundary from human face. As

the estimated landmarks may strongly correlate to some at-

tributes such as gender and head pose, simply imposed with

Figure 10: Identity preserving evaluation on three experiment

settings.

such a given boundary, the result image are likely to simply

morph those attributes with our target appearance as shown

in lower right part in Fig. 11. By simply morphing the struc-

ture, the target result are unnatural and losing identity.

Source SourceResult Result
Boundary 

Reference

Boundary 

Reference

Figure 11: Failure Cases. All four failure cases are selected from

CelebA and EmotionNet dataset. We represent the source image at

left, followed by manipulation result and its boundary reference.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an additive focal variational
auto-encoder (AF-VAE) framework for face manipulation
which is capable of modeling the complex interaction be-
tween facial structure and appearance. A light-weight archi-
tecture designed on HVS basis empowers better synthetic
results. It advances current works in face synthesis on both
generation quality and adaptation to extreme manipulation
settings, as well as its simple structure and stable training
procedure. We hope our work could illuminate more trails
in this direction.
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